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President’s Article

… By Bill Lister

Another Convention But Still No Contract!
he 70th biennial National Convention was held August 15-19, in Los Angeles, Calif.
Letter carrier delegates from across the country met there to discuss, debate and vote
on the direction we want our national officers to take us into the future. Since contract negotiations have ended and we are now on the road to binding arbitration, there was
not very much to report regarding a new national agreement. President Rolando has left
the door open to the USPS for a negotiated contract. However, it appears the two sides are
still significantly apart concerning the salary and benefit package.
With the APWU just recently receiving an arbitrated national agreement, one would suspect that our agreement
would be somewhat similar if issued to us from an arbiter. They received a 1.2 percent wage increase, retroactive
back to November of 2015 along with a 1.3 percent increase for 2016 and 2017. Additionally, the APWU non-career
employees received wage increases of 2.2 percent retroactive and 2.3 percent with an additional 50 cent increase
over the life of the agreement which expires in September of 2018. COLA and no-lay-off protection were also
secured although they were forced to pay 1 percent more for each of the next three years for their portion of the
health benefits.
I cannot see the NALC doing any worse than what an arbiter gave to the APWU, therefore a negotiated agreement is still possible if we would want to settle for this same type of agreement.
The NALC, however, continues to argue that letter carrier jobs have become much more difficult and demanding. In spite of the decrease in mail volume and office time, we have experienced an increase in parcels, scanning,
and additional deliveries that increase our street time and results in working out in the weather for much longer
periods of time. If our national negotiators are successful in securing anything above what the APWU was given,
then I believe we will have a negotiated agreement by November. If not, then we will have an arbitrated decision on
our contract sometime next year.
As for the convention, the workshops were very good and very informative. Resolutions and amendments were
passed or denied, without much debate. In fact, there was less debate at this convention then any of the other ones
I’ve attended since 1992. I suppose that means that most branches around the country are happy with current work
rules and in agreement with our national union’s position on nearly everything. While I am not opposed to everyone being steeped in solidarity, I also believe that any organization is only made better with debate on all the major
issues of the day. Absent that debate, we will stagnate as a union body and be unable to push forward any future
agenda pertinent to the letter carrier on the workroom floor.
Branches appear to be permissive when it comes to allowing our national to make all the decisions for them and
then function within those rules they set out. This may be fine for smaller branches, however, larger ones perform the majority of their business without much assistance from national and should continue to do so. Smaller
branches benefit from the agreements made and the leadership provided by those larger branches. That doesn’t
mean we don’t need our national, we do. What it means, is that large branches must remain strong and somewhat
independent of national if we are to remain a formidable and effective national union in the future.
How we achieve that is the big question. Agreeing with national on everything is just as bad as opposing them
on everything. Branches must find that delicate balance between showing support for our national union and
still being able to voice your opinion when you disagree with them on an issue. New ideas and strategies must be
nurtured and allowed to flourish both at the branch and national levels. Union politics must take a backseat to
the good of the membership, and anyone in any position with the union must be in this for
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National conventions are the time and place for this critical debate to occur. We do not,
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however, need more videos and more speakers. If we continue to have less debate, then we should consider other
options, rather than continuing with our current five-day convention agenda, with more speakers. Absent debate,
we become lemmings and at some point we are certain to find a cliff. More! Later!

Labor Day Parade MARCHERS

Labor Day Parade Thank You
The branch would like to thank all the members who marched in this year’s Labor Day parade. There were
approximately 70 members with their families who participated in this year’s march. Following the parade a
hardy barbecue lunch was served at the Union Hall.
2016
We would like to thank Bill Jimas and President Bill
Lister who barbecued; Laura Lister, Ray and Charlotte Breakfield, Walter and Heidi Besch, for the prep
DATE: SUNDAY, DECEMBER 4, 2016
work; and Mike Chenot who manned the bar. Joe
PLACE: PINK GALLEON
Regan drove the NBA vehicle hauling Johnny “Mac”
1243 CASTILLONS ARCADE PLAZA
MacLaughlin with the Bloody Marys.
(FEE FEE AND OLIVE)
Next year, Branch 343 will be celebrating our 125th
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
Anniversary. Having achieved such a milestone, it is
TIME: SIGN UP 1 P.M.
very likely we will be leading the Labor Day parade
PLAY STARTS AT 1:30 P.M.
next year. Please consider marching. We hope to have
COST: $15 PER PERSON
a large contingent to represent Branch 343.
For additional information, contact Nick Grillo at
(636) 338-4149
Nine Ball
Side Pocket
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Executive Vice President
ctober 2016 greetings to all of the brothers and
sisters of NALC Branch 343. Well I made a wrong
assumption. At the National Convention, the one
thing we all most wanted to hear about was the progress
of our ongoing contract negotiations. Because they are
ongoing, President Rolando would not talk about any
specifics, even though he stated he would like to. He
did not want to put anything out until it has actually
been signed by the national parties. While I understand
his caution, it was disappointing nonetheless. The
negotiations are still ongoing and there is still hope for
a negotiated contract to put before the members for a
vote. I believe our union is asking for slightly more than
the APWU salary raise of 3.8 percent over a three-year
term and of course keeping our yearly COLA to roll in.
The convention went well, but seemed to lack as
much debate over the resolutions proposed as in previous conventions I have attended. I believe the best part
of the convention was actually the numerous workshops
put on by our national officers and their staff before and
after the sessions. I attended workshops each day with
other delegates and learned something at every one of
them. Kudos to our branch’s Richard Thurman, who
helped put on the safety and health workshop. I’ll close
by saying LA does have beautiful weather, but a lot of
other people sure must think so also because rush-hour
traffic goes on all day long there.

O

CITY CARRIER ASSISTANTS — TEMPORARY
ASSIGNMENTS TO OTHER POST OFFICES
More information for our stewards and in my opinion the most abused employees in today’s Postal Service,
our underappreciated CCA carriers. M-01827 is the
national party’s MOU on “City Carrier Assistants —
Temporary Assignments to Other Offices.” This document can be found on the website — www.nalc.org — and
it is enforceable, just as if it was a part of our national
agreement, until it is terminated by the national parties.
It clarifies the procedure to be followed when CCAs are
temporarily loaned to other offices. Because of management’s inept geographical organization of offices within
their district, cluster, area, or whatever the name of the
month is, CCAs are sometimes improperly being scheduled to work at other offices long distances away from
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… By Barry Linan

their own. M-01827 limits this by
stating “CCAs will normally work
in their employing post office, but
may be assigned to work in another
post office in the local travel area
within the same district on an occasional basis.” The
local travel area is defined in the F-15 Travel and Relocation Handbook section 7.1.1.1.1 as “travel to a location within a 50-mile radius of your permanent duty
station.” So there is a 50-mile limit within the district
that CCAs can be assigned on an “occasional basis.”
CCAs should clock in upon reporting for work at their
own office and if they are then sent to another office
they would travel on the clock. All CCAs sent to another office are also entitled to mileage if they drive their
own vehicle to the other office. Fill out PS Form 1164 —
Claim for Reimbursement at the current 2016 mileage
rate of .54 per mile. Submit the form to your supervisor
or postmaster and keep a copy for your records.
M-01827 goes on to give a procedure or pecking
order for CCAs being given the assignment to other
offices. Management should first ask for volunteers, as
long as in a similar pay status for the week, and if there
are insufficient volunteers then CCAs will be assigned
in reverse relative standing order whenever practicable.
Basically stating that if no one volunteers then the
junior CCA would get the assignment. One other factor
that must be mentioned is that CCAs who have opted
on an assignment (hold-down) under Article 41, are
entitled to work the schedule of that assignment and
could not be assigned to another office unless it would
be on the nonscheduled day of their opted assignment.
After working 60 days, CCAs have the right to opt on
assignments that are vacant for five days or more. I
would strongly suggest that all CCAs put their opting
requests in writing each week and keep a copy.

October 10
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Vice President Financial S ecretary
… By Robert Rapisardo
UNIFORMS

W
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This political fund replaces the
old COLCPE. Branch 343 currently has 150 members
who contribute regularly to this fund. A committee
has been formed to make every effort to increase
our enrollment. We have a goal of signing up 10
members per month through the end of 2017. We
must lead by example.Every effort is being made to
get each and every alternate steward and steward to
sign up initially. I know that with a concerted effort
led by many good people and many good carriers,
we will reach that goal. Next month, I will go into
more detail how the plan will work and the rewards
that come with signing up members. Unfortunately,
our jobs can be directly affected with just a stroke of
a pen by members of Congress. Therefore, we must
have a fund to elect both Democrats and Republicans
who support unions and the Postal Service. Until
next month, please be ready to be approached to sign
up for this fund. We are asking that members contribute at least $2 per paycheck, but we would hope
you would consider contributing more. Thank you
very much for your cooperation and involvement.

CALENDAR

hen you are a CCA, an authorization form is
filed to purchase uniforms. The uniforms are
purchased through a vendor then the USPS
pays the invoice. We had some issues with that a
while back, but management implemented a program
and it appears to be working. If you are a CCA with
120 days of service and still have not received your
authorization form, then please call me at the Union
Hall.
We are currently having major issues with regular
carriers who have not received their uniform allowance card despite the fact that their uniform anniversary date was at the end of May and June. We
have a pending citywide grievance dealing with this
issue. At times, there still seems to be some confusion regarding when you are suppose to receive your
card. The card is similar to a credit card that you
will use for years. You just order the uniforms from
a vendor and you will receive your uniforms. You do
not have to wait for management to pay the invoice.
Your uniform anniversary date does not change from
when you were a CCA. An example would be the
pending grievance we have here: The affected carriers were hired in January and February of 2014. That
means their uniform anniversary date is either in
May or June. They have all been converted to regular
but they are four to five months late receiving their
card. The basic fact is we have managers who are not
capable of doing their job but want to hold carriers
accountable for everything. Over half the carriers
involved in this grievance have not received their
card as of early September.
We will keep you informed of the outcome of this
grievance. This article does not just pertain to the
St. Louis installation, but anyone in this branch who
feels that they have not received their allowance or
card. If this is the case, feel free to contact your steward or me. I would like to thank the alternate steward
at Clayton, Dionne Gregory, for all her help regarding our grievance.

LETTER CARRIERS
POLITICAL FUND

Oct 13

Regular Branch Meeting

Nov 2

Retirees’ Meeting

Nov 3

Shop Stewards’ Meeting

Nov 6

End of Daylight Saving Time
(Set clock back 1 hour)

Nov 8

Election Day

Nov 10

Regular Branch Meeting

Nov 11

Veterans Day Holiday observed

Dec 4

9-Ball Pool Tournament for MDA
(see ad)

Jan 14

22nd annual Trivia Night of MDA
(Letter Carriers Hall, see ad)
Oct ober 2016/MCC
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R ecording S ecretary

… By John McLaughlin

he convention in Los Angelas was informative
but entailed less debate than usual about issues. Very little was discussed concerning the
contract. The most informative part of the convention was the workshops which immediately precede
and followed each day’s session. A new workshop for
our Formal Step A’s on how to more fully develop a
grievance packet for the B Team was very good. They
stressed the importance of obtaining good statements
from witnesses and the grievant. The more specific
they can be, the better. This is particularly true with
violence in the workplace grievances where specifics
are absolutely necessary.
It isn’t enough to simply state, “He was rude to me,”
or “He harassed me.” We need specifics. Describe
and explain. What did he say, “You worthless piece of
#@* $.” When was it said? Identify any witnesses. Date
and time. Describe physically how he postured himself towards you. Did he point at you, wave his arms
around, beat his fist on your case …? Likewise, we
need a detailed account of what you did and said: Did
you cry, did you go to your doctor for stress, did you
tell him to stop, did you inform him he was creating a
hostile work environment? It doesn’t help your case to
embellish your statement. It will only hurt your credibility on the rest of your statement.
The bottom line is the grievance is only as good as
the statements in the file sent to the B Team and that
begins with your statement. The keys to a successful
grievance on violence in the workplace are:

T

•

Keep track of everything that
happens.
• Pay attention to how other carriers are treated and management’s reaction.
• Challenge management’s conduct through the
grievance process.
• Don’t give up. If at first you don’t succeed, try again.
M-39 Section 115.4: It is the front-line manager
who controls management’s attempt to maintain an
atmosphere between employer and employee which
assures mutual respect for each other’s rights and
responsibilities.
ELM, Section 665.24: There must be no tolerance
of harassment, intimidation, threats, or bullying by
anyone at any level.
The 22nd annual MDA Trivia Night will be on Saturday, January 14, 2017. The particulars can be found
in this issue. Just look for Homer Simpson. Prices
and times are all the same. Make sure you secure a
table before they get filled.
Until next month, do your job safely and accurately. Show up to your union meeting. You might learn
something. We don’t write the rules; we just have to
play the game. Sláinte.

100 percent UNION HONOR ROLL
CARRIER SQUARE/
CHOUTEAU
COYLE
CREVE COEUR
CUBA
FERGUSON
GRAVOIS
KIRKWOOD
MAPLEWOOD
NORTH COUNTY
OLDHAM
PIEDMONT
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ROLLA
SOUTH COUNTY
ST. ANN
ST. JAMES
STE. GENEVIEVE
TOWN & COUNTRY
UNION
WARRENTON
WENTZVILLE
WEST COUNTY
HARRIOT WOODS/
WHEELER

George Cooper

Pat Wheatley

314-541-1503

314-707-8120

10443 Halls Ferry Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63136

1638 Piney Dr.
Arnold, MO 63010

Retired letter carriers of Br. 343 and Br. 5050
SUPPORT YOUR UNION BROTHERS
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Health Benefits Plan … By Chet Drain
reetings once again brothers and sister as we’ve
come to the end of what’s been a whirlwind of
a summer. The time is flying by so fast it’s hard
to keep up sometimes. It’s surely been hectic for me
recently, the National Convention in mid-August,
OWCP training the following week, knee surgery for
Mom, and then a bout of kidney stones myself. Yeah,
with all of that along with the regular cares of life it
was a pretty hectic stretch.
One thing I must say, a bout of illness gives me the
opportunity to put in a plug for our NALC Health Benefit Plan. All the treatment I needed for an ambulance,
emergency room treatment, CAT scan, and other medical services were fully covered. It also was nice to only
have a $1.33 out-of-pocket expense for the medications I
needed. The NALCHBP is a good insurance plan. Keep
that in mind. Open Season for health insurance will be
coming up right around the corner in early November.
By now, hopefully, you are aware of the perks that
are offered as an incentive: Cigna Plus Savings discount dental program; the wearable activity tracking
device: or the $40 CVS gift card. Well, we want to
inform you that it is the last hurrah for the $40 CVS
gift card. Since the CVS gift card has a cash value,
OPM has imposed restraints that won’t allow for
the cards to be issued after this year.
We would like to make one last appeal to members
of the Plan’s High Option enrollees to take time out
to go online to the website (www.nalc.org/hbp) and
take the Health Risk Assessment. If you haven’t taken
advantage of the incentive offered by the Plan, now is
the time to do so. Besides, a little extra change during
the holidays ain’t a bad idea.
Complete your Health Risk Assessment (HRA) at
www.nalchbp.org and take a positive step toward better physical and mental health. The HRA is an online
program that analyzes your health related responses
and gives you a personalized plan to achieve specific
health goals. Your HRA profile may be used to spark
discussion with your physician, or simply provide
tips you may follow.
As a bonus for being proactive, we offer a choice of
valuable incentives. When you complete the HRA,
you may choose one of the following*:
• To be enrolled in the CignaPlus Savingssm discount
dental program and we will pay the CignaPlus Savings discount dental premium for the remainder of

G

the calendar year in which you
completed the HRA provided
you remain enrolled in our Plan.
• To receive a CVS gift card.
• To receive a wearable activity
tracking device.
*Limited to two per family enrollment. You must be 18
years or older to be eligible to complete the HRA.

How to get started

You can find the link to the HRA on our home
page (www.nalchbp.org) under Quick Links and follow these steps:
1. Follow the links to the HRA.
2. Click “Need to register” on the HRA page, if this
is your first time completing the NRA.
3. Enter your personal information as required:
First Name, Last Name, Date of Birth, and Address. Select NEXT.
4. Select “Option 1: Enter the NALC Member ID”
radio button and enter the member identification
number as shown on the member’s card. (Spouse
or dependents should enter the member’s zip code
in the box provided.) Select NEXT.
5. Create a User ID and Password. (Please keep the
User ID and Password in a safe place) Providing
an email address is optional. Select and answer
the two Security Questions. Select NEXT.
6. If the information shown is correct, select SUBMIT. You will be redirected back to the login
page.
7. Enter your User ID and Password and select “sign
in.” Under “Quick Links,” select the “Take your
health assessment” link.
8. The Account Name should display as NALC National Association of Letter Carriers Health
Benefit Plan. Select the “Yes” radio button and
select CONTINUE.
9. Since you have already registered, answer “Yes”
and select CONTINUE.
10. You will be directed to the CareAllies “My Health
and Wellness Center” page. This page may be
bookmarked for future access. Re-enter your User
ID and Password. Select GO.
11. Please read and follow the instructions as
prompted. The process will take approximately
20 minutes to complete.
God bless all and peace!
Oct ober 2016/MCC
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from the

Managing Editor
… By Tom Schulte

DON’T CAPITULATE TO TYRANNY
his is my last article before the election and I
believe it’s imperative to state a few facts before
we make the most important decisions of our
lives. Politicians aren’t gods. They don’t hold all the
answers and they come with a lot of baggage. Politicians aren’t always going to make policy that’s going
to make everyone happy. And on that note we, the
people, must decide whether or not that politician
represents our interest or not and it’s incumbent
upon us to support that candidate or not.
Franklin Roosevelt once said, “Let us not forget the
government is ourselves and not an alien power over
us. The ultimate rulers for our democracy are not a
president and senators and congressmen and government officials, but the voters of this country.” If there
is anger among the electorate, it’s because “we” have
been complacent in reelecting the same do-nothing
politicians who stifle progress, suppress voting rights,
cater to lobbying interest and otherwise ignore the
needs of the people. We’ve allowed this to happen by
sending people back to Washington who are incapable or unwilling to compromise and find definitive
solutions to the problems facing this nation.
For the last two years, the Republican led Senate and
House of Representatives have done absolutely nothing
to help the American people. They’ve thwarted every
Democratic attempt to introduce any legislation to
stimulate the economy. Democrats have introduced a
number of job-creating bills which would have rebuilt
roads and bridges, upgraded collapsing sewers and
replaced ageing century-old water lines throughout the
country. This alone would have provided thousands
upon thousands of good-paying, middle-class jobs and
help restore our crumbling infrastructure. But instead
of applying pressure to those entrenched politicians
who obstruct progress, we continue to send them back
to the House and Senate year after year.
Because “we” didn’t do our jobs, we have as the Republican nominee, a self-centered narcissist. A person
completely devoid of ideas. A fear mongerer, whose
vitriolic hatred of every class, minority, gender and
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color makes most normal people
cringe. He plays in people’s fears.
He divides in order to conquer, not unlike a certain
fascist paperhanging SOB over 70 years ago. He’s held
accountable for nothing. His taxes and multiple bankruptcies remain a mystery because of an emasculated
pool of journalists who fail time after time to delve
into his background. Divorced three times, yet the
darling of the Christian right. If you think the system
isn’t working for you, tyranny is not the answer.
The Republican Party had a number of capable
candidates who could have easily given the Democratic nominee a run for her money. How did the
American people allow a once proud party to descend to this?
The Democratic nominee is by no means a saint,
but she’s also not the devil incarnate that she’s purported to be. She, on the other hand can’t walk, talk,
stand, sit, eat, drink or breathe without intense scrutiny from every media source. Benghazi? A tragedy for
sure. Four diplomats killed. Yet we have 10 congressional committees investigate, 13 public reports, 3,194
questions asked, 33 hearings held, and $3.59 million
spent for nothing other than to vilify the Democratic
nominee. Thirteen embassies were attacked during
the Bush administration and 60 diplomats were killed.
And yet there were zero investigations by Congress,
why is that? Deleting emails? Seriously? I would like
to think if they were classified or confidential and you
didn’t want anyone to get a hold of them the best way
would be to delete them. General Colin Powell had a
private server; Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice had
a private server, the Bush administration deleted over
4 million emails. Investigations by Congress, zero.
On November 8 please don’t allow fear to govern
your choice for president of the United States. We
need a competent, confident leader to govern this
country effectively. If any one candidate has been
vetted up one side and down the other and managed
to stand tall above the unprecedented scrutiny it’s
Hillary Clinton.

MOUND CIT Y CARRIER

Region 5 NBA Report
lections — For those of you who haven’t heard
(or live in a cave), there is an election coming up.
We have many rights and freedoms here in the
United States. You have a right not to vote or even sit
during our National Anthem. Some have burnt flags
and the KKK and Nazis have been allowed to have
parades. We don’t have to agree, we just have to understand that that is the reason we love our country
and all of our freedoms. Many over the years, in war
after war, have given their lives for these freedoms.
With all of the negative advertising going on, it’s
easy to see why many don’t vote. The object of the
negative advertising is to try and get those who support their opponent, to stay home. However, one of
the rights we have is to vote. Perhaps because I did a
tour in the service (many years ago), I look at voting
as a responsibility. So, no matter who you support,
please take the time to cast your ballot for the candidates of your choice.
The NALC has endorsed Hillary Clinton for president. Clinton has been a longtime supporter of the
NALC. Rather than recapitulate the article written by
President Rolando, I would urge you to click on the
following link “https://www.nalc.org/news/the-postalrecord/2016/july-2016/document/2016-07_president.
pdf ” and read/re-read his article pointing out the reasons the Executive Council decided to unanimously
endorse Clinton.
Correction — In last month’s article, I made an error … In the section “Bargain at any Price!” I copied
and pasted the actual costs of mailing a letter from
an article I read in the Yucaipa/Calimesa NewsMirror. It was pointed out that the price of a domestic letter was listed as $0.45 instead of $0.47. That will teach
me to copy and paste … lesson learned … again. I
can always count on my brothers and sisters to point
out mistakes … that’s why I call you family By the
way, it’s still a bargain.
CDRAAP — Just about two years ago, NALC and
USPS signed the alternate route adjustment agreement. We are now winding down into the final
stretch with just a few zones remaining in the process
and one pending dispute. Central Plains, Hawkeye
and Mid America are complete and Gateway will be
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… By Mike Birkett
finalized in just a few more weeks. I
want to take this moment to thank
all those who served in this process: DLTs John McLaughlin, Brian
Litteken, Jeff Rainey, Rick Copper,
Larrissa Parde, Jeff Case and John Pfiffner, your leadership was essential to the process; to all the REATs
and COR tech’s whose job was not an easy assignment. Their commitment and dedication to protect
the rights of letter carriers was once again seen in the
results. Thank you for your hard work.
City Carrier Academy — A few months back it
was announced the new City Carrier Academy will
finally be rolled out nationally in all USPS districts.
The new academy is to begin no later than October 1,
2016, and every district has their own unique challenges to meet this timeline. There is also a lot of
preparation that has to occur before this date. For
starters, all of the districts in our region have to find
space that is adequate to ensure all aspects of the
training are properly performed, then all the instructors will need to be trained once these facilities are
up and running. The new curriculum incorporates
both indoor and outdoor hands-on learning and
these elements each require a significant amount of
space. We are monitoring the program at the regional
level and so far it’s a work in progress. Our CCAs
deserve to have a training program that teaches them
the ins and outs and prepares them for being a letter
carrier, rather than being thrown into the abyss to
see who can survive. It’s been a long time coming,
but by the time you read this, it should be here.

Oct ober 2016/MCC
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MDA Washer Tournament

… By Brian Litteken
he seventh annual MDA Washer Tournament was
held on Sunday, September 11. This year we had
a guest speaker who kicked off the event. Justine
Bates was not able to attend because she was hosting
her own event at the ballpark but Samantha agreed to
stop by before heading to the ball park herself. Samantha let us know that before she began working at MDA
she needed the services provided by MDA. Samantha’s
child is suffering from a neuromuscular disease and
is not expected to live past two years. Samantha had
never heard of a washers tournament and was curious
about how it is played. While the teams were practicing
I explained how the points are scored. As we chatted a
bit, I told her of all the MDA events hosted throughout
the year by Branch 343. She was truly grateful for all the
effort Branch 343 members put forth to raise money for
MDA.
The weather was perfect this year. The temperature
only reached 80 degrees. With such nice weather, four
additional teams walked in and joined in on the fun.
Twenty-four teams competed. Granite City and
Fenton each entered five teams. Southwest had three
teams. After the first round of three games, six teams
donated $20 each to stay in the tournament. The team
of Mike Allen/Gary Vaughan competed against Daniel
Allen/Mark Virash for the championship. Daniel Allen
has been on the winning team in three of the past six
years. His uncle Mike was not intimidated and shut the
past champion out in two games. Mike Allen and Gary
Vaughan each took home a first place trophy. Daniel
Allen and Mark Virash were still grateful for the second
place trophies.
Two 50/50 drawings were held. The first drawing
yielded $169 for the winner and the second drawing
provided the winner a windfall of $176. Two silent
auctions were also held. The liquor basket was won by
Debra Kennedy. Steve Goggins walked away with a pair
of Cardinal tickets donated by Branch 343.
Four businesses provided donations. Sonic once
again provided hamburgers, hot dogs, buns, and water
for the competitors. Sonic has been a steadfast supporter
of the washer tournament. The previous year’s donor of
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draft beer was unable to contribute this
year. The 7th Street Bar and Grill stepped up on very
short notice and donated a barrel of Bud Light. So if you
get hungry or thirsty, please stop by Sonic or 7th Street
Bar and Grill. Ray Orf’s Bowling and Trophy Shop
provided the first and second place trophies. Creative
Litho, who prints the Mound City Carrier, printed the
pit sponsor signs.
A lot of people expended their energy and money to
make this event a success. President Bill Lister arranged
the liquor provided by an anonymous donor into a
attractive auction. He also prepared the food provided
by Sonic. John McLaughlin worked the tournament
bracket and brought in slaw and cookies. It is not hard
to imagine John being concerned about having enough
food. Have you ever seen how much the man eats? An
emptied plate is a good plate. Meaghan Lakey greeted
everyone with a smile as they registered for the tournament. Judy Bitzer and Debra Kennedy did a great job
selling the 50/50 tickets and announcing the winners.
Debra’s motto was “I don’t sell single tickets.” Mike
Chenot and Mike “Thumper” Tharp tended bar. They
both also donated canned beer. These two made sure no
one became thirsty. If you don’t like draft beer, they had
you covered. Vicki Rohrbach sensed how tired Mike
Chenot became and slid in behind the bar. Mike was
able to sit down and supervise Thumper’s and Vicki’s
work. With mugs like Mike and Thumper, I don’t know
how they convinced anyone to donate tips to MDA
before Vicki showed up. Bob Rapisardo went to Sonic
early to pick up the burgers and brats before he started
to play. Barry Linan made a muscle and assisted on setting up the tables and chairs on Saturday. Tom Schulte
memorialized the event on film. I hope no one was stepping on the foul line in the championship match. When
is Tom not at a MDA fundraiser? I appreciate everyone’s
help.
I wish to thank all the teams and pit sponsors for their
generosity. A total of $2,579.47 was raised for MDA.
Thirteen groups/individuals sponsored pits with
Fenton sponsoring two pits. South County is always
the first to donate a pit sponsorship.
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Pit Sponsors
Mike Allen
South County Letter Carriers
Mike & Jeanette Weir
NALC Branch 1132 — Granite City, Madison, Venice
EVP Barry Linan/Past OWCP Rep. Mike David
Branch 343 Trustees
Fenton Carriers

Brian Litteken, first-place winners Mike
Allen and Gary Vaughan with Br. 343
President Bill Lister

Branch 343 Retired Letter Carriers
National Business Agent Michael Birkett
Charles Sexton, RAA/Stephanie Stewart, RAA/David
Teegarden, RWCA
John Haake and Walter Besch
Tom Schulte, Mound City Carrier Managing Editor
President Bill Lister

Brian, second place winners Daniel
Allen and Mark Virash with Bill Lister

Brian Litteken and
John McLaughlin

Scenes from the MDA Washer Tournament — September 11, 2016
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70th NALC Biennial Convention
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August 15-19, 2016, Los Angeles, California
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Retiree Report

… By Tom Schulte

ur annual retiree picnic took place September 7 at Deer Creek Park in Maplewood; the site of last year’s
event. It was a hot and sticky day, but a tolerable breeze kept the misery factor down. No retiree business was conducted, but we did enjoy a hardy barbecue lunch with all the trimmings. Thanks to Bill
Jimas, John Haake, Nicki Prado, Tim Long, Walter Besch and Ken Weldele for their assistance in preparing
the meal and setting up the pavilion. It was great to see over 32 retirees enjoying a delicious meal and sharing old memories. We hope to see an even better turnout next year.

O

Scenes from
the Retirees’ Picnic
September 7, 2016
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… By Pam Stepney

reetings sisters and brothers
of Branch 343. How’s everyone doing? Fine I hope. The
race to the White House is in the
last days, and registering to vote for
this election closes on October 12,
2016. It is important to get anyone
and everyone you know registered
by this deadline. There are a lot of
new young CCAs working and are
not registered to vote. Talk to them
off the clock about registering to
vote and to vote for candidates who
support unions and working, middle-class families. Tell them how
the retirees fought and went on
strike to give us the right to work
and join the union. Don’t forget,
our union negotiates for fair wages,
benefits and safe working conditions. Tell them they are the future
and they need to join the fight right
now by voting for candidates who
stand and vote with unions. Invite
them to the regular branch meetings each month.
If you would like to give to the
Political Action Fund, contact

G

Mike Weir. He will be glad to take
your money. I contribute every two
weeks from my checking account
to the National Letter Carrier
Political Fund. If you would like to
contribute contact Bob Rapisardo
and he will sign you up.
The MDA Golf Tournament
is October 9, 2016. I hope to see
all you golfers having fun on a
fair-weather day. Each and every
station should sponsor at least one
hole for $100 to help find a cure
for Muscular Dystrophy. If there
is more than one shop steward in
your office, you can go in together
to sponsor a hole. If you want to
show off and sponsor more than
one hole, then do so. That will be
even better.
The John Henry Haake and
Charles J. Coyle Scholarship applications are inside this month’s
Mound City Carrier. If you have a
son or daughter who is a senior in
high school have them take it out,
fill it out and mail it in today. And
by the way, if they are 18 years old

by October 12,
make sure they
register to vote.
Congratulations to all of
the winners of the shop steward’s
awards. I’m standing and clapping
for you right now. 👏
Pricilla Bailey is stepping down
this year as the CFC campaign
coordinator and I am filling in for
her. So I’ll see you when I visit your
office. Try and think of your charity
ahead of time. One dollar can go a
long way to help someone in need.
May Cliff (CJ Rat)
Jamison ride off into the
sunset and have a long
happy, healthy retirement.
Remember to do your best, leave
the rest, don’t stress, God bless and
thank you for coming.

Happy

Halloween
From The Staff
Of The
Mound City Carrier

Oct ober 2016/MCC
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Labor Day Parade
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and

Luncheon, September 5, 2016
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Customer Connect  
Carriers boost revenue by promoting USPS products

… By Judy Bitzer
reetings city carriers! If you haven’t already met
me when I’ve been out visiting stations, I am
Judy Bitzer, the Customer Connect coordinator
for the Gateway Region. I have been trying to get out
to all the stations to introduce myself and talk to you
about the Customer Connect Program. For those of
you who don’t know what the program is, here goes …
Customer Connect is a part of the Employee Engagement Program. The Customer Connect Program is a
joint partnership between the National Association of
Letter Carriers (NALC) and the USPS. The Customer
Connect program encourages city letter carriers to
leverage their business relationships with customers by
identifying new business opportunities and obtaining
customers’ permission to meet with or be contacted
by a sales representative from the USPS. Carriers have
submitted more than 662,000 leads since its inception
in 2003. Carriers have brought in almost $3 billion in
revenue for the post office. Wow!!
Now, I know what you are thinking What do I get
out of this program? The obvious answer is job security. I know I want the Postal Service to be around
when I finally get to retire. Most of you do as well. You
also get the satisfaction of helping your customers save
money. You are the face of the post office. Believe me,
if you can save them money, they are going to appreciate it! Besides job security and helping your customers,
you are also helping yourself. When the NALC meets
with management for contract negotiations, you better
believe they use the fact that the carriers have brought
in almost $3 billion for the company as a bargaining
tool! Besides carriers doing the job they were hired to
do — delivering mail — they are also helping to bring in
major revenue for the post office.
There should be a lead carrier at every station for
the Customer Connect Program. It is a mandate of the
program. If your station does not have one or has one
but they don’t really want to do it, we need enthusiastic

G
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people to volunteer for this position. It is not a very
time consuming position but one that is so important.
We need people who believe in the program and will
make sure that the Employee Engagement Promo
Board is kept current and is willing to input the leads
for their office.
Since taking over the position at the beginning of
March of this year, I have had the pleasure of meeting
and talking with many of you. There are some people
I would like to give a shout-out. For fiscal year 16, the
following Branch 343 carriers turned in leads which
resulted in sales:
Terianne Coleman - Mariam Oldham
Karl Sykes - Maplewood
John Smith, Jr. - Gravois
Kimberly Taylor - Kirkwood (2 sales)
Ayanna Shirvers - Mexico
Kyle Banderman - Washington
Mary Kuntz - Mexico
Charley Key - Gaffney
Raymond Edison - Clayton
Diane Carter - Maryville Gardens
Janet Fleming - Carriers Square
Kim Henderson - Clayton
John Bonzo - Mackenzie Pointe
I would also like to thank each and every one of you
who have turned in leads. Without leads, sales like the
ones above wouldn’t have happened and the Customer
Connect Program wouldn’t get credit. I wish I had the
room to list all of your names to thank you for submitting leads!
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Application for the John H. Haake Scholarship Award
Fill out and mail to: John H. Haake, Branch 343
Scholarship Committee
1600 S. Broadway
St. Louis, MO 63104
D a t e ________________________________

(Please print clearly)

Please send instructions as to how I can compete for a scholarship award. I will be a senior in the
2 0 1 6 - 2 0 1 7 s c h o o l y e a r.
		
( retired)
I a m t h e ( s o n ) o f ( a c t i v e ) l e t t e r c a r r i e r _ __________________________________
(daughter) (deceased)
(Name)
M y n a m e i s __________________________ H o m e p h o n e __________________________
M y h o m e a d d r e s s i s ________________________________________________________
C i t y _ _______________________________ S t a t e __________________ Z i p _____________
_____________________________________
Signature of NALC parent
member (or spouse if deceased)
___________________________
N A L C P a r e n t ’s S S n u m b e r

_________
Date

THIS FORM MUST BE POSTMARKED BY DEC. 31, 2016.

_________________________________
Sig nat u re of
Bra nch Of f icer
_________________________________
Title
Date
(For Office Use Only)

NOTICE FOR THE 2017
MISSOURI STATE ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS
CHARLES J. COYLE SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

DATE__________________________________________________
I am the son/daughter of active/retired/deceased letter carrier _____________________________________________
of Branch #_______________, state of Missouri. I am a high school senior in this 2016-2017 school year. Please
send instructions as to how I can compete for a scholarship award.
NAME OF APPLICANT______________________________________________________________________________________
HOME ADDRESS____________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY__________________________________________________ STATE_ ____________________ZIP_ _____________________
PHONE NUMBER (________________)__________________________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE OF NALC PARENT____________________________________________________________________________
SS# OF NALC PARENT_____________________________________________________________________________________
MAIL COMPLETED FORM TO:

MISSOURI STATE ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS
CHARLES J. COYLE SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE
c/o Kevin Holmes, President
212 Strathmoor Way
O’Fallon, MO 63368-7227

NOTICE: MUST BE POSTMARKED BY DECEMBER 31, 2016.
Oct ober 2016/MCC
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… By Mike Weir

TI

n previous articles, I have spoken about
how every election is important. Our votes
have consequences and not voting has
consequences as well. I truly believe this is
the most important election that we have
faced during my lifetime. We must turn out
at the polls in record numbers, and we must
not allow the forces of hatred and divisiveness chart the course for our country for the
next four years and beyond. The results of
the 2010 national elections speak eloquently
to this issue.
Tea Party candidates were swept into
Congress in 2010 on the basis of low voter
turnout. Not only have they spent the ensuing six years obstructing progressive efforts
to improve the lives of working men and
women, but they have actively pursued an
agenda of dismantling programs such as Social Security and Medicare in favor of providing additional tax breaks and incentives for
the rich to become even richer. If not for the
extraordinary efforts of President Obama
and his allies in Congress, we would never
have pulled our economy out of the worse
depression in 80 years, a depression that
was created by the economic policies of the
previous administration. If not for the push
back from the president and the Democrats
in Congress against the regressive policies
of the right-wing Republican majority, the
average citizen would be experiencing an
even more difficult time taking care of their
family’s financial and social well-being,
much less providing a better future for their
children.
Despite the fact that wages are beginning
to move upward for working families, I know
we still have much work to do to ensure that
everyone shares in the economic growth that
our country has been experiencing over the
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past 78 months. Still, we must recognize that
nearly 15 million new jobs have been created
and the unemployment rate has fallen to 4.9
percent during that timeframe. This recovery
has occurred despite the Republicans best efforts to obstruct it and their blatant attempts
to deceive the public regarding it. Certainly,
there is legitimate anger and anxiety among
people regarding the slow rate of progress in
their own lives; but the very politicians who
are responsible for retarding that progress
(the Republican majorities in Congress) are
the same ones who are now exploiting it to
further their own particular political agendas.
But there is another kind of anger that
is coming to the forefront in this election.
It is fueled by people whose hatred for
anyone who doesn’t look like them is now
finding a legitimacy it has rarely had before
in the candidacy of Donald Trump. He
caters to their basest instincts, encourages
their prejudices and gives them hope that
their ugly belief systems can become more
strongly entrenched in our country. I am
disgusted by such a prospect; and I do not
believe that their beliefs reflect the values
of the majority of my fellow citizens in our
great country.
At a recent event in St. Louis, Vice President Joe Biden spoke to the issue of values.
He said that if you want to know what a
politician’s true values are, don’t listen to
their words, look at their budgets. On the
campaign trail, Republicans talk about how
they support the middle class; but their
budgets clearly do not reflect such values.
He also noted that the middle class is not
defined by the amount of money one makes,
but by the values that one holds dear. Working men and women are the glue that hold
our country together. We should be treated

with dignity and respect rather than having
unscrupulous politicians prey on our fears
and apprehensions to promote their own
agendas and protect their own interests.
Donald Trump does not understand this;
Hillary Clinton does.
Much has been made of the “baggage”
that each of the major party candidates
brings to the table. As I have stated before,
whatever you may think of Hillary personally, hers has been a life of service to this
country: as first lady, senator, secretary
of state and an advocate for families and
working men and women. Trump’s life has
been dedicated to serving himself. Whatever
“baggage” Hillary may have accumulated
over the years, it’s not nearly as much
as Republicans try to portray; while “the
Donald” has nothing but “baggage” to show
for his life. The choice is clear.
We do not need to make America great
again; America is already the greatest
country in the world. We just need to build
on the progress we have made over the past
eight years, not turn back the clock to the
failed policies of the past. On November 8,
please get out and vote: for yourselves, for
your families, for each other and for our
country. Together, let’s keen hope alive and
our values intact.

Br. 343 Political Action Fund Chairman Mike Weir
with Robin Smith, Democrat, running for Missouri
secretary of state.
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MDA — 22nd ANNUAL TRIVIA NITE

Satur day, January 14, 2017
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. with Trivia starting at 7 p.m.
The Night Includes:

• Beer, soda and snacks all evening long
• 10 rounds of great trivia questions
• Attendance prizes
• We will also have a raffle and several silent auction items

Tables of 6 or 8 — $20 per person    $160 for a table of 8
Send checks to the Union Hall payable to “MDA”
For any additional information call or email:
John McLaughlin at Des Peres 314-966-3437
(Union Hall) 314-241-4297 1600 S. Broadway 63104
johnmcl@sbcglobal.net

Don’t wait!

We are sure to sell out again this year!

Oct ober 2016/MCC
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BRANCH MEETING
Branch 343, St. Louis, Missouri
September 8, 2016

Summary of Branch Action
MSC To pay the branch bills

Highlights

New Members
Ozellar J. Wayne..............Weathers...................09-03-16
Jemorra L. Oakley...........Carrier Square..........09-03-16
Deshawn Dampier..........Gaffney......................09-03-16
Kristofer S. Bland............Olivette......................09-03-16
Simashelaya Smith..........Gravois......................08-25-16
Daniel J.Andrus...............Affton........................08-25-16
Johnny L. Brown.............Weathers...................08-25-16
Lamarr L. Valiant............Gravois......................08-25-16
Pamela L. Clark...............Fenton.......................08-25-16
Nicholas S. Viviano.........Fenton.......................08-25-16

The meeting was called to order by President Lister
at 7:38 p.m. The invocation and Pledge of Allegiance
were led by brother Chet Drain. The minutes were
read and accepted.
The MBA’s report was given by RAA Stephanie
Stewart who reported that the backlog of arbitration
cases is way down. Many of the backlogged cases
Recently Retired Members
have been prearbitrated. The Carrier Academy begins
October 1. Master trainers have been trained and will Michael E. Hamilton.......Creve Coeur..............09-02-16
follow a strict course schedule.
Barbara A. Gentry...........South County........... 08-31-16
Mike Chenot reported that there was a very good
Deceased Members
turnout for the Labor Day parade and reminded everyone that next year Branch 343 would be celebratVictor K. Keitel................Gold Card..................07-31-16
ing our 125th anniversary and it is likely we will be
Edward P. Fleischman....Gold Card.................06-28-16
leading next year’s Labor Day parade. He hopes for a
huge turnout. Chet Drain reminded everyone to take
the Health Risk Assessment Survey online. Rewards cards are still being offered. Chet thanked the branch for
sending him to the OWCP training in Kansas City.
Mound City Carrier report: Tom Schulte reminded everyone of the upcoming by-law changes in the September issue and be prepared to vote on them at the October regular branch meeting. Also look for the 2017
rotating day calendar.
Legislative report: Brother Mike Weir reported that the election season was heating up and if Koster isn’t
elected as the new governor, Missouri will become a right-to-work state. We also need to keep Trump out of
the White House.
EVP Barry Linan reported that the FEGLI life insurance open season will end at the end of September.
Now is the time to make any changes.
President Lister reported that he was meeting with the postmaster of St. Louis. Discussions will include
returning collection boxes to the routes. What will
happen to the collection routes? A new air condiSTANDARD TIME
tioning unit was purchased for the front offices and
new computers and phone lines will be installed in
RETURNS NOVEMBER 6
the next two weeks.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:49 p.m.
CHANGE YOUR CLOCK
Respectfully Submitted,
CHANGE YOUR BATTERY
John “Johnny Mac” McLaughlin
Recording Secretary
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Political Action Honor Roll
MARION HARRISHHHHH

JOSEPH P. REGANHHHH

MIKE CHENOTHHH

MIKE WEIRHH
J. MARK SIMSHH
TONY JASPERHH
JOE POLITTEH
BILL LISTERH
MIKE DAVIDH
TOM SCHULTEH
TIFFANY HAGERH
DEAN WERNERH
JIM BRUGGEMANH
LEONA BRYSONH

CHARLES SEXTONHH
JOE FITZJARRELLHH
DERRICK WILLIAMSHH
TOM DEGEAREH
THOMAS HOWERYH
MIKE BIRKETTH
JOHN HAAKEH
BEV CREELYH
GENO IBERGH
BARRY LINANH
FRED SCHAEFERH

BOB FLAHERTYHH
ART BUCKHH
TOM HARMANH
NICKI L. PRADOH
HENRY DEIBELH
RON HOPKINSH
GUS FRANKH
JOE CANMANH
DAN BRAUCHLEH
JIM KLUEMPERSH
WALTER BESCHH

GERALD L. GALLEANOHH
CHARLES SCANLONHH
KEN MEYERH
THOMAS FITZSIMMONSH
LAWRENCE McHAYNES JR.H
STEPHANIE STEWARTH
MIKE ‘THUMPER” THARPH
RAMONA DROEGEH
WAYNE WENZINGERH
LATONDA FAULKNERH

JOHN CHUDY
MICHAEL JENNINGS
MARION HARRIS
BOB PURK
CLIF NELSON
MIKE DAVID

MEAGHAN LAKEY
DON CHARTRAND
LARRY STREIB
CHET DRAIN
JOHN BUCHHEIT

FRANK ENLOW
BOB STEEL
SAM GOODMAN
BOB RAPISARDO
ROY HATCHARD JR.

ROCKY RAKOWIECKI
BILL JIMAS
LAURA KEIM
ROOSEVELT HARRIS JR.
CAROLINE MOORE

The above honor roll gives special recognition to those members who give $ 50 or more. Each star represents $100
Mike Chenot
Raymond Schlereth
Al Davis

Bob Ruester
Gus Frank
Joseph P. Regan

Kiesha Wiley
Latonda Faulkner

IS YOUR NAME LISTED?

Bob Rapisardo
Chet Drain

WHY NOT?

(Donations are not tax deductible)

SEND YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS PAYABLE TO BRANCH 343, P.A.C.

MIKE WEIR, 612 CHARLESTON OAKS DR., BALLWIN, MO 63021-7387

WANNA KEEP YOUR JOB?
NOVEMBER 8, 2016

Branch Meeting Attendance Prizes
September 8, 2016

1) Cards vs. Brewers — Friday 9/9 @ 7:15 p.m. — Richard Brown, North County
2) Cards vs. Reds — Monday 9/26 @ 7:15 p.m. — Stephanie Steward, RAA
3) Cards vs. Reds — Tuesday 9/27 @ 7:15 p.m. — John Perulfi, CCA South County
4) Cards vs. Reds — Thursday 9/29 @ 6:15 p.m. — Eric Chism, South County
5) 50/50 — $32 — Derrick Williams, West County
Oct ober 2016/MCC
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Tom Schulte

MEMBER-AT-LARGE
NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE

Mike Chenot
Frank Enlow

Brian Litteken
Pam Stepney

DELEGATES TO THE ST. LOUIS
LABOR COUNCIL

Mike Chenot
Gus Frank
Tony Jasper

Mike Weir

Barry Linan
Bill Lister
Pam Stepney
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Deadline for articles for
the NOVEMBER issue is
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H H H

R E G U L A R B R A NC H M E E T I NG
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2016
7:30 pm
H H H

SHOP ST E WA R D S M E E T I NG
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2016
The Letter Carriers Building
1600 S Broadway

